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The Overview 18 September 2019

US Economics Flash – IP Mfg stabilizes, diverging from still-weak
survey data (Veronica Clark 17 Sept 2019)


Data
Industrial production rose 0.6%MoM in August, stronger than consensus expectations at 0.2% and slightly closer to Citi at 0.4%.
The largest subset of manufacturing production rose 0.5%, stronger than consensus and Citi at 0.2%. Mining output rose 1.4%,
with the Federal Reserve noting that output in July had been dampened by Hurricane Barry. Utilities production rose 0.6%.



Citi’s view
The stronger-than-expected increase in manufacturing production in August, in line with an uptick in manufacturing hours worked,
is a positive sign that weakness in hard data on manufacturing has not significantly worsened. This stands in contrast to the steep
weakening in survey indicators such as ISM manufacturing, which declined below the key 50-level in August. Thus, we remain
cautious that weakness in industrial sector activity is past us.
Strength in manufacturing activity was largely across the board, with some modest declines in some sectors but overall solid 0.5%
increases in both durable goods and nondurable goods manufacturing. Motor vehicle production declined 1% after having been
strong for the past three months.
Although manufacturing production has stabilized over the past few months, our base case for continued soft business investment
and industrial sector activity is unchanged. Concerns over global growth and trade uncertainties will likely continue to weigh on
activity in this sector in particular.
The next key data release related to business investment will be the durable goods report for August released on September 27.
Shipments of capital goods will be the most important component for Q3 investment in this report, although a steep decline in
shipments in July suggests business investment in Q3 is again likely to be weak.
Another solid reading in manufacturing production has made the recent disconnect between hard data and survey data even more
pronounced (Figure 2). This is not dissimilar to the pattern seen in the fall of 2016, when it was ISM manufacturing production that
eventually caught up with IP manufacturing. As we would not expect this disconnect to hold for long, the next release of ISM
manufacturing on October 1 will be important to see if there is a rebound in the production component of the survey, potentially as
global growth and trade pessimism is over-emphasized in survey responses, or if it remains low, suggesting further weakness in
IP.
The solid increase in manufacturing production just ahead of the September FOMC meeting will not change the outcome of a
very-likely 25bp rate cut. However, if stabilization in hard manufacturing data continues, especially if coupled with a rebound in
survey data, more Fed officials could lean against further rate cuts in an environment where downside risks have not significantly
increased
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Saudi Arabia has restored almost half of the output lost at its Abqaiq plant, with the facility now processing about 2m
barrels a day, Aramco CEO Amin Nasser revealed, with output expected to return to pre-attack levels of 4.9m barrels
by the end of the month. Nasser also assured customers that Aramco’s crude exports won’t be reduced this month
because it will draw down strategic reserves. Separately, Donald Trump said that the US does not need to tap into its
strategic oil reserve at this point.
The New York Fed conducted its first repo agreement operation in a decade in a move to ease funding pressure in
the money markets. The bank carried out $53.2bn in transactions to keep the fed funds rate from exceeding the top of
its target range at 2.25%. This came after money markets saw funding shortages on Monday and Tuesday, driving
the rate on repos as high as 10%, about four times greater than last week’s levels. The Central Bank later revealed
that it will continue to conduct repo operations on Wednesday.

Overnight
Equities | S&P500 3,005.70 (+0.26%) | Stoxx600 389.33 (-0.05%) | FTSE100 7,320.40 (-0.01%)
 US – US stocks finished Tuesday’s session with modest gains on the back of defensive bets, as investors focused
on a decision on interest rates from the Federal Reserve set for Wednesday after a weekend attack in the Middle
East that has roiled global energy markets. The Dow Jones Industrial Average gained 33.98 points, or 0.1%, to
close at 27,110.80, while the S&P 500 rose 7.74 points, or 0.3%, to end at 3,005.70, supported by gains in real
estate, up 1.3% and utilities, up 0.9%—sectors considered defensive. The Nasdaq Composite Index advanced
32.47 points, or 0.4%, to 8,186.02. WeWork parent The We Co. was expected to launch its initial public offering as
soon as next week, but the sale will be delayed until at least October, according to a report in the Wall Street
Journal. The delay comes amid concerns about the companies valuation, which reached $47 billion in private
markets last year, and following a pledge to make extensive changes to its governance structure. Shares of
Corning Inc. tumbled 6.1% after the glass and ceramics manufacturer reduced its outlook for the full-year 2019.
Shares of KLA Corp. rose 0.9% Tuesday after closing at a record on Monday, after the company raised its dividend
13% and authorized an additional $1 billion in share repurchases.
 EU – European stocks on Tuesday floundered for direction, though oil producers remained well bid as oil futures
held onto a lion’s share of the advance after the attack in Saudi Arabia. The Stoxx Europe 600 weakened 0.05% to
389.33, with banks, insurers and metals producers losing ground. Oil producers including Total and BP however
advanced, as Brent crude fell only slightly following the biggest one-day gain on record. The German DAX dropped
0.13% to 12363.78, the French CAC 40 rose 0.12% to 5608.94 and the UK FTSE 100 dropped 0.01% to 7320.40.
Of companies in the spotlight, investors soured on Husqvarana’s HUSQ.B capital markets day, in which the
chainsaw and lawn mower maker fell over 5% as it set out targets for sales growth between 4% and 5% on

operating margins above 10%. The company’s operating margin, adjusted for comparability, was 8.9% over the 12
months ending June. European e-commerce company Zalando slumped after Swedish investment firm Kinnevik
said it sold a 5.2% stake.
Foreign exchange | AUDUSD 0.6866 (+0.48%) | DXY 98.2250 (-0.49%) | EURUSD 1.1073 (+0.70%)
 The greenback fell against most peers as the Fed injected capital into the market to help alleviate some of the
short-term funding mayhem, with the expectation this will continue tomorrow as well.
 Cable advanced overnight rising a 100pips from close as several Supreme Court justices turned on PM Boris
Johnson’s decision to suspend parliament asking an explanation to what he would do if he lost the case. It closed
at 1.2497.
 EURUSD also rallied overnight as data shows an improvement in Germany’s ZEW index rising from an almost
eight-year low following the ECB increasing monetary policy stimulus. The index rose to -22.5 from -44.1 last
month. The euro rallied 82 pips to close at 1.1073.
 The AUDUSD was left pretty much unchanged from open yesterday after briefly falling 35 pips to 0.6831 before
retracing the loss after close. The RBA said yesterday there’s potential for an upswing in home prices as dwelling
construction weakened and noted that the upward trend in wages growth has appeared to have stalled. It also
reaffirmed their willingness to cut rates if necessary.
Commodities | Gold 1,509.00 (-0.17%) | WTI 58.81 (-6.50%) | Copper 2.66 (-1.75%)
 Oil sank from a 3 ½ month high amid signs Saudi Arabia is restoring production after a debilitating weekend attack
on key installations. Futures declined by 6.5% in London after the Saudi state oil company said it revived 41% of
capacity at a key crude-processing complex. Oil remained almost 7% higher than pre-attack, a signal of the risk
premium factored in by traders.
 Gold gained and traded above $1,500 an ounce yet again, as other precious metals also climbed, with the Fed
widely expected to cut rates this week. Nickel (-2.0%) led industrial metals lower of the LME, largely on profit
taking, as Chinese home-price data for August highlighted concerns over a cooling economy in the top
commodities consumer. The Asian nation’s central bank also refrained from lowering a key loan rate. LME copper
settled -0.8% at $5,821/ton. Zinc, lead, aluminium and tin also declined.
 Corn (-1.6%) and soy (-0.7%) dropped as Monday’s energy price spike dissipated and traders turned their attention
back to weather condition and global grain supplies; raw sugar (-1.3%) also followed crude lower. Meanwhile,
cocoa futures (+0.5%) rose to a six-week high on signs of reduced supplies in West Africa, and cotton (-1.9%)
snapped the longest rally in 15 months as harvests ramp up in the US.
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Overnight Summary
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51.58
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-0.46
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0.0
+3.30
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+0.24
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-0.9%
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+0.0%
+2.5%
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+1.5%
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1.13
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-0.23
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